2. How to submit the VAT
Procedure
At the end of the VAT period, when all of the final Month’s invoices and statements have been entered
and processed on SQLWorks; when the Audit has been processed and the End of Period Reports have
been printed and checked, you are ready to process and pay the VAT.
This procedure is step 2, of the 3-stage process – 1. Calculate, 2. Submit & 3. Process payment.
1. Once you are ready to submit, select the VAT period and go to the MTD Info tab. Please note that
the submission process will permanently link all transactions for that period, once linked a transaction
cannot be unlinked, so ensure that you only submit when all transactions (invoices/credits etc) have
been accounted for.
2. Select retrieve VAT obligations to ensure start, end and due dates are correct.

3. If happy these details are correct, click submit VAT this will put a ‘Yes’ in the locked column, MTD
date and time and write an activity log.
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4. A box will pop up asking if you have recently calculated the VAT liability, select Yes

5. Confirm submission by selecting Yes in the pop-up confirmation box.

This should be followed by the below confirmation to say your VAT has been submitted successfully.

1. If you pay automatically you may
2. want to take note of the reference
number from the VAT submitted
confirmation box.
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6. To view what data you have submitted, once sent, click on retrieve VAT submission.

The figures are the totals from the 9 boxes that you submitted; you can double check these numbers
on your saved/printed VAT form 100 from Step 1.
7. The response to return information should show the date, time, payment indicator, a bundle no. and
reference number. SQLWorks maintains an activity log to HMRC & technical info. Contact Lineal if
you need to know more.
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